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Breton, Mary B

From: Doug Dozier CPA <ddozier@rcmoore.com>
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 2023 2:58 PM
To: DEP Rule Comments
Subject: Comment on Chapter 128: Advanced Clean Trucks Program

EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of the State of Maine Mail System. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

To whom it may concern: 
 
To reiterate and make note that these concerns are valid and should be highly considered: 
 
1. Public and private EV charging stations are limited and they are not equipped to handle heavy trucks. 
2. Investment in more expensive trucks, charging stations, and meeting the demand for power through transmission and delivery upgrades will cost Maine 

businesses, Maine taxpayers and Maine consumers. 
3. Remote locations for product delivery will be challenging along with routes that do not have charging capacity, such as rural Maine or new buildings. 
4. The trucking industry might feel differently about MHDV electrification if plans were in place to address Maine’s needed grid upgrades to handle the additional 

electrical demand, nonexistent charging infrastructure that will result in supply chain chaos, and there was a plan to incentivize adoption of ZEV trucks due to their 
3x higher cost to purchase than their clean diesel counterparts. 

5. MHDV electrification may be one of many solutions to consider in the future when Maine is ready for adoption. Taking a chance on adopting these mandates too 
early will have serious consequences for Mainers. 

6. New EV trucks are not currently equipped to handle additional equipment like snowplows, dump bodies, cranes, and other important tools. 
7. The range of new EV trucks, especially given Maine's cold weather climate, is a limiting factor for consumers and could create additional trucks needed for 

companies who have to meet product delivery schedules. 
8. Maine shouldn't allow California lawmakers to craft our regulations. 
9. Consumer choice to purchase the vehicle that meets their needs for commercial activity is important. Additionally, New Hampshire isn't moving to adopt it, 

meaning Maine businesses will be competing with other states that can offer more choices and solutions. 
10. The uncertainty of adopting the CA ACT before important questions are answered will create chaos in an already fragile supply chain, and consumers/taxpayers 

will end up paying higher prices. 
 

Regards, 
Doug Dozier, CFO 
R.C. Moore, Inc. 

 

Doug Dozier CPA 
Chief Financial Officer 
R.C. Moore, Inc. 
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This email may contain R.C. Moore, Inc. confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are directed not to read, disclose or 
otherwise use this transmission, and to immediately delete same. 
 

 


